Date:
Notes from:

1FEB17
Periodic CSSG Telecon

Participants: David Erickson, Kevin Kimball, Mikey Brady, Jerry McKamy, Mike Dunn, David
Hayes, Bob Wilson, Jerry Hicks, Jim Morman, Tom McLaughlin, Skip Kahler
Agenda:
3007 Revision
Informed we needed to provide a cross walk prior to RevCom.
KDK: unaware of the requirement.
Action: DGE Message to Jeff – re: need for crosswalk at this stage.
2016-04
TPM: Received comments from CSSG. Believe most all comments have been addressed.
1) Unresolved issue concerns rewording (or not) of the Process Analysis requirement in ANS8.1. Concern by team about providing the rewritten section as a suggested change, versus not
providing the words but ensuring that the concepts of 2016-04 are communicated and
suggesting that ANS-8.1 take appropriate action as they deem.
KDK: Concern was about the exact wording proposed, not worried about including the concept,
but unsure where it should go.
TPM: Wanted to ensure that risk of consequence should be considered. Will be up to ANS to
address.
JMM: Need to provide suggested words. Otherwise, likely nothing or the wrong thing will be
done.
2) Concern about following ANS procedures. Will provide to NCSCC, but concerned about using
the ANS inquiry/interpretation process, because it appears this is an issue that impacts multiple
ANS-8 standards.
Additional discussion about some other concerns.
Action: TPM Provide latest version to full CSSG tomorrow (2FEB17) with two inquiry forms. The
forms will reference the CSSG report. 1st is ANS-8 related, 2nd is the non-ANS-8 concern.
2016-05
KDK: Final input just provided. Now need to develop the summary. Looking at a few weeks
before a draft is available.

Technical Program Review and CSSG Meeting
CSSG will meet during/post TPR. This is not a mandatory meeting of the CSSG, but a majority
will be on hand.
Roundtable
NCSP Managers Course: Consider paper review of course after the June course. Perform in
situ class review in 2018.
Concern about aging NCS workforce. Need some info on demographics.
Discuss further in March.
TPM: Review of GE Wilmington recently. Small, but experienced staff. The manager above the
CS manager made it clear that the path to increased salary requires one to work outside of the
NCS Group and return to NCS at some later date…
MD: Future ANS meeting: Consider other support groups (TSG, CSCT, CSSG, etc.): invite a
representative from these other groups to share what they are working on at one of the CSSG
meetings. 8.28 is in progress, but DOE-STD will be the forerunner.
CSSG Meeting at NCSD Topical?
Discuss further in March.
JNM: WTP: EM sent letter saying everything is satisfactory, CSSG recommendations have been
addressed. Does CSSG agree? One example is 8.24 and 2014-02 applicability. If WTP is not
following those, what is the basis for the current safety margin?
DGE: Draft a tasking on the WTP response for the CSSG to review.
Next Telecon scheduled for 15MAR17 will likely be cancelled due to TPR.

